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HULAHUL Foundation’s India’s Online Solo Talent Show Contest - Talent Hunt 2020

Top Three Winners of India’s Online Solo Talent Show Contest

Talent Hunt 2020 

video of less than 2 minutes and mailed it to the HULAHUL Foundation' s email 
thID i.e hulahulgrp@gmail.com. The registration channel was from 28  March till 

nd2  April. The recorded videos by the participants were told to upload via mail till 
the midnight of 4th April. The self promotion for the entries received i.e. the top 
20 were told to promote their talent recorded video via Instagram only was given 

th ththe band from 6  April to 14  of April. The selection criteria included the  content 
clarity, unique talent and video recorded during the self isolation with zero 
plagiarism and no video editing. The winning criteria included the number of 
shares done on Instagram only, likes, comments and judges marks.

 In all 1,000+ entries were received were received and out of that top 20 
were selected. This top 20 selection was very difficult for the Judges, but finally 
after huge cut throat competition among the participants the results were 
declared. 24 states had participated in the contest. Maharashtra state had the 
largest number of participants constituting with 15% , followed by Uttar Pradesh 
with 14% and the 3rd largest state West Bengal  with 11% . The rest goes like this 
Andhra Pradesh - 2% , Assam - 5.67% , Bihar - 2.67% , Chennai - 0.33% ,  
Chhattisgarh - 1% , Delhi - 4.67% , Gujarat - 9.67% , Haryana - 3% , Himachal 
Pradesh - 0.67% , Jammu and Kashmir - 1% , Jharkhand - 2% , Karnataka - 2% , 
Kerala - 0.67% , Madhya Pradesh - 6% , Meghalaya - 1% , Odhisa - 2% , Punjab - 
5% , Rajasthan - 6% , Tamil Nadu - 3% , Telangana - 1%  &  Uttarakhand - 0.65%.

 Mumbai: Boond Boond Se Ghada Bharta 
Hai - i.e. IT TAKES DROP BY DROP TO FILL A 
JAR. The mentioned proverb is truly applicable 
on HULAHUL Foundation. Say how, right 
starting from micro events to now moving to 
national level events and further as predicted by 
experts will even go international sets a true 
example to fit  for the proverb. 

 India's Online Solo Talent Show Contest - 
Talent Hunt 2020 was the first event initiated by 
HULAHUL Foundation at national level. The 1st 

thLockdown announcement came on 24  of March 
thin evening to get started from 25  and will last till 

th14  of April gave a reason to HULAHUL 
Foundation to make the most of the self isolation 
for all. The self isolation situation due to                
Covid -19 Pandemic gave a rise to India's Online 
Solo Talent Show Contest - Talent Hunt 2020. 

 India's Online Solo Talent Show Contest - 
Talent Hunt 2020 was an event where every 
citizen was asked to participate right from 
Kashmir to Kanyakumari and from east to west 
not missing a single corner of India from 
participation.

 The contest has given the opportunity to the 
participants to show their unique talent in 
whichever way they be the best for presenting 
themselves in front of others. The types of talent 
which one would portray was expected in the 
form of dance, singing, mimicry, comedy, acting, 
magic show, etc. But the responses which the 
contest received was a bit more than what it was 
expected. It was in the form of even beatboxing, 
unique wrist flips, etc.

 There were some basic criteria which were 
to be followed: The contest had no age 
restrictions. The main feature which was liked by 
most was that the participation in the event was 
absolutely free. The participants need to record a 

 The “Top 3 winners” were awarded in 
monetary form and even a e-Certificate. The 
balance top 7 concluding to overall top 10 of the 
contest were appreciated with consolation prize i.e 
with the merit e-Certificate and all the balance 
par t ic ipants  were  encouraged wi th  the 
participation e-Certificate. Suryansh Chawla 
from Haryana was the winner of India's Online 
Solo Talent Show Contest - Talent Hunt 2020 
and was given Rs. 1,000 and a e-Certificate. 
Zartaz Siddiqui from Madhya Pradesh was the 

st 1 Runner Up and given Rs. 500 and e-Certificate. 
ndDhinesh Pandi from Tamil Nadu was the 2  

Runner Up and given Rs. 250 and e-Certificate. 

 The Trustee and Chairman of HULAHUL 
Foundation Mr. Ravi Singh had given huge thanks 
to the volunteers involved in the successful 
happening of the event and especially to Deepika, 
Afreen, Manasi, Mayuresh, Yogesh and Aditya. At 
the end clear message was given by Mr. Ravi Singh 
that the next edition of India’s Online Solo Talent 
Show contest - Talent Hunt would be much more 
on a larger level.

****
“I feel lucky to be a part of  HULAHUL Foundation, I had 
participated in contest in which I go for mimicry, as a mimicry 
artist & I feel so lucky to explore my talent on big platform. 
City like Mumbai is city of dreams & I want that kind of 
platform which is given by HULAHUL Foundation, Thank 
You.”

- Suryansh Chawla, Harayan (Winner)
_________________

“Contest was very nice. Given a good opportunity to the new 
nd

artists to grow. I am very glad that I got 2  Place. Competition 
was very fair.” 

st-Zartaz Siddiqui, Madhya Pradesh (1  Runner-up)
_________________

“I felt pleasure for participating in India level online solo 
competition conducted by HULAHUL Foundation and they 
conducted in very clear manner all calculations were honestly 
done.  Also I am happy that I am one among the winners and 
recognition given by them for me is unforgettable and lasts in 
my memories forever.”

nd-Dhinesh Pandi M, Tamil Nadu (2  Runner-up)

_______________

Initiative by HULAHUL Foundation
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 On 22nd April 2020, World Earth Day will be praised 
over the globe by means of 'computerized means' in the midst 
of the on-going COVID-19 pandemic. PM Narendra Modi 
offered his thanks towards Mother Earth for the plenteous 
blessings given by her. He additionally commended the 
COVID-19 warriors who are driving humankind's battle 
against the Coronavirus pandemic in the difficult occasions. 

 PM Modi conveyed a tweet, offering his thanks towards 
Mother Earth and the plenteous blessings she has showered 
on us. In a similar tweet he additionally called upon and 
praised the endeavors put in by COVID-19 warriors, who are 
working at the bleeding edge against the Corona infection 
pandemic. 

Prime Minister wrote on Twitter as –

 On International Day of Mother Earth, we all express 
gratitude to our planet for the abundance of care & 
compassion… He said let us pledge to work towards a 
cleaner, healthier and a more prosperous planet. 

"A shout out to all those working at the forefront to 
defeat Covid-19," he said.

 Internationally, the coordinators have requested that 
individuals mark Earth Day 2020 as beam of expectation, 
good faith and activity and keeping in mind that praising it 
securely due to the on-opening up to the world wellbeing 
crisis. World Earth Day 2020 will stamp the 50th Anniversary 
of the day since it began being seen in 1970. To stamp the day, 
Search Giant Google devoted its doodle to one of the littlest 
and most basic life forms of the earth-the honey bees. 

 The festival of this day for the most part includes going 
out and spreading mindfulness which won't be conceivable in 
the midst of the lockdown. Be that as it may, the official 
website Earth.org has arranged online projects for the 
individuals who wish to add to the reason. 

 World Earth Day 2020 will be commended everywhere 
throughout the world to spread mindfulness for Earth's 
prosperity and to urge individuals to help ecological 
assurance. This year would have denoted the 50th 
commemoration of the Earth day. 

Importance

 World Earth Day urges individuals to make more 
strides for the security of nature and to thank mother earth for 
the rich condition. This day additionally helps in 
investigating the state of the planet and to define a bound 
together reaction to spare the atmosphere. It is an update that 
perfect air, prospering backwoods, and water are pivotal for 
life on Earth. 

World Earth Day: Key Highlights 

 World Earth Day has been praised as a yearly occasion 
since April 22, 1970. That day a huge number of individuals 
in New York went to the roads and requested more grounded 
ecological enactment. Denis Hayes, a 25-year - old alumni 
had sorted out the occasion. 
 
 World Earth Day is facilitated all around by the Earth 
Day Network and is commended in excess of 193 nations. 
The day will praise its 50th year when individuals 
everywhere throughout the world will be making a vow to 
secure and support the earth. 

The subject of World Earth Day 2020

 Atmosphere Action is a subject of World Earth Day 
2020. Consistently there is an alternate subject for Earth Day. 
On its official site, the coordinators expressed that the 
brought together activity on environmental change has 
recognized this issue making it the most squeezing theme to 
commend the 50thanniversary. 

World Earth day 2020: Digital Celebration 

 As individuals need to remain inside their homes in the 
midst of COVID-19 lockdown, World Earth Day 2020 is 
good to go to be praised carefully. Individuals who plan on 
taking an interest can join '24 hours of activity' by going on 
the site. There are additionally numerous occasions to join 
which incorporates Denis Hayes entire meeting on 'Earth 
Day, 50 years on'. One can likewise take 22 difficulties that 
incorporate estimating your carbon impression, doing a 
plastic review, skype a researcher, work for the earth, zero 
waste for one day and expend 1 dinner for every day in the 
current seven day stretch of a plant-based eating regimen. 

How Our Sustainable Lifestyle Can Reduce The 
Burden On Mother Earth

 As we observe the 50th anniversary of the Earth Day 
today, we need to keep in mind factors that are causing 
damage to our planet.  Here are some environmentally 
friendly tips that can help us in giving relief to the earth from 
the burden we put on it. 
 
Sustainable lifestyle: This means when a human reduces his 
dependence on the earth's natural resources like fossil fuels 
(Petrol, diesel) to sustain his daily needs and activities. This 
also helps in reducing carbon footprints. For example, we 
should public transport and avoid personal vehicles while 
commuting. We also should switch off fans, lights when we 
don't need them. Also, there is a need to use efficient light 
bulbs that helps in reducing greenhouse gases. 

 Avoiding single-use plastic: Plastic has become the most 
important aspect of human life be it the polythene bags or 
other items of daily usage. However, it has also caused the 
maximum damage to the environment. The single-use plastic 
not only chokes our drain but also pollute the underground 
water table and soil. The toxic chemicals released by the 
plastic also render water unfit for drinking. Also, marine life 
has been badly affected by the use of such plastic. Turtles, 
seabirds, whales and other species have died after consuming 
the single-use plastic.

Planting more trees: Trees are the lifeline of human 
civilisation as they sustain our lives in various shapes and 
forms. Trees give us oxygen and consume carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere. The trees not only save humans from a 
variety of problems, but they also act as a habitat for wildlife. 
The trees are the best gifts for birds and animals in scorching 
summers. Forests act home to 80% percent terrestrial 
biodiversity of the world.  The decrease in forest cover also 
impacts the livelihoods of millions of people and threatens a 
wide variety of animal species.

 Optimum utilisation of water resources: Just like any other 
resource, water is an essential commodity in our life. With the 
sharp decline in the groundwater table, several areas across 
the world have faced an acute shortage of water. The over-
exploitation and wastage of water resources have caused a 
massive impact on human life. All our needs including 
agricultural, industrial, household and recreational-require 
freshwater and the absence of this resource can play havoc in 
our life. So, the need of the time is to use water in an optimum 
way in order to save it for our future generation.

****

EARTH DAY 2020: PM Modi thanked Mother Earth for her gifts & lauded COVID-19 warriors at the forefront



Ramadan: The Holy Month for Muslims

 Ramadan is the ninth month of the Muslim, Islamic calendar, a religious 
annual observance and month of fasting that is considered to be one of the Five 
Pillars of Islam.The Five Pillars of Islam include Sawm: Fasting during 
Ramadan, Hajj: a pilgrimage to Mecca at least once in their life, Zakat: giving to 
the poor, Salat: five-time daily prayer, facing Mecca, including absolution prior 
to prayer, Shalada: declaration of belief in one true God.

 During this month, adult Muslims fast from dusk until dawn, it can even 
last longer each day for Muslims in polar regions where daylight can last for up 
to 22 hours; unless they are ill, pregnant, or diabetic, breastfeeding, or traveling. 
Despite the exemptions to fasting during Ramadan, many Muslims will persist 
with fasting because of their spiritual needs. If one is not able to fast, but is able 
to in the future once their condition changes, they must still complete the fast. 
Children are not obligated to fast, not until they have reached puberty, but some 
practice in order to prepare for adult participation. The meal before the 
beginning of the fast is called suhoor, and the meal after sunset is called iftar. 
The first prayer of the day is called Fajr. Muslims often break the daily fast with 
dates and then a prayer called the Maghrib prayer. A meal follows which is often 
a buffet-style large meal.

 During this month Muslims are obligated to give to charity through Sadaqa 
(voluntary giving), or Zakat (mandatory giving). This time spent fasting is 
meant to be used for prayer, charity, spirituality, and for purifying the mind and 
body and Muslims are encouraged to read the Quran. It is believed that Prophet 
Muhammad received the first revelation during Ramadan. The actual beginning 
of the month is determined by the sighting of the new moon, or astronomical 
calculations. Because of this, the actual date when Ramadan begins each year 
differs from year to year.The beginning of this month can move as many as 11 or 
12 days each year.

 Ramadan has shown to have amazing health benefits to Muslims. At the 
end of the month there is a large festival called Eid-ul-Fitr to celebrate the end of 
the fast. Eid-ul-Fitr is celebrated by wearing one's best clothes, giving gifts, 
having a large meal, and spending time with one's family. Muslims also use this 
time to ask for forgiveness for sins and to praise Allah (God).

****
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Dr B R Ambedkar : An Architect of Indian Constitution
 Ambedkar Jayanti is celebrated by the people of India very happily to remember his immense 
contributions to the poor people of India. Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar is the father of Indian Constitution who 
had drafted the Constitution of India. Ambedkar Jayanti or Bhim Jayanti is celebrated every year on April 
14 on the birth anniversary of Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar or B R Ambedkar. This year on 14 April, 2020 we 
are celebrating the 129th birth anniversary of Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar. The celebrated Indian jurist, 
economist, politician and social reformer is not only regarded as the architect of India's Constitution and 
one of the founding fathers of the Republic but also for his immense contribution in shaping India's future 
as a democracy and ensuring rights for all its citizens. As we celebrate 129th birth anniversary of 
Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar, here are a few reasons why India owes much to 'Babasaheb' BR 
Ambedkar.

Architect Of Constitution

 American historian Granville Austin described the Indian Constitution drafted by 'Babasaheb' BR 
Ambedkar as 'first and foremost a social document,' underlining that majority of its provisions had been 
'either directly arrived at furthering the aim of social revolution or attempt to foster this revolution by 
establishing conditions necessary for its achievement.' The Constitution was adopted on 26 November 
1949 by the Constituent Assembly .He was invited by the Congress government to serve as a first Law 

thMinister after the independence of India on 15  of August in 1947 and appointed as a “Chairman of the 
thConstitution Drafting Committee” on 29  of August in 1947 where he drafted the new Constitution of 

thIndia which was adopted by the Constituent Assembly on 26  of November in 1949.

Right to Vote

 As India goes to polls, it might be worth remembering that it was 'Babasaheb' BR Ambedkar who first 
advocated universal adult franchise for the country's citizens way back in 1928. 'Babasaheb' BR 
Ambedkar argued that the right to vote granted only to the rich, the landed and the tax payers at that time 
must be extended to all citizens irrespective of their social or economic status.

Fight Against Untouchability And Caste Discrimination

' Babasaheb' BR Ambedkar is revered for his contribution towards the upliftment of Dalits and long 
and arduous struggle against untouchability and caste discrimination . He emphasized on religious, gender 
and caste equality. Ambedkar introduced the reservation system to create a social balance amongst the 
classes.

Women Empowerment And Other Contributions

' Babasaheb' BR Ambedkar resigned from the Union Cabinet when the government dilly-dallied over 
the Hindu Code Bill moved by him to provide equal rights to women. He was also responsible for 
introducing the Power and Water policy and bringing the production of electricity under the control of the 
government. 'Babasaheb' BR Ambedkar is also credited for proposing the idea of constructing big dams 
across rivers to prevent floods and widen the irrigation network.

Active role in  Planning Commission

 He also played his role in planning the Indian economy as he got his Economics doctorate degree 
from abroad. He encouraged people to the growth and development of the industrialization and 
agricultural industry to enhance the economy of a country. He had given ideas to the government for 
accomplishing the food security goal. He encouraged people for good education, hygiene and community 
health as their basic requirement. He had established the Finance Commission of India

Establishment of Reserve Bank of India

 He had played his great role in establishing the Reserve Bank of India as he was a professional 
economist. He became successful in forming the Reserve Bank of India in 1934 after giving his ideas to the 
Hilton Young Commission through his three successful scholarly books on economics such as 
“Administration and Finance of the East India Company, The Evolution of Provincial Finance in British 
India, and The Problem of the Rupee: Its Origin and Its Solution”.

` He continued his social revolution until the end of his life through Buddhism. He has been honoured 
with the Bharat Ratna in the month of April in 1990 for his big contributions towards the Indian society.

****
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The President, Shri Ram Nath Kovind presenting the Padma Shri Award to 

Smt. Subasini Mistry at the Civil Investiture Ceremony, at 

Rashtrapati Bhavan, in New Delhi (2018)

 Built Humanity Hospital for poor in 
Kolkata; once worked as a maid and sold 
vegetables in the streets, after her husband 
passed away. The lady who constructed an 
emergency clinic for poor people, by filling in as 
a household help and selling vegetable under the 
Park Circus footbridge for most piece of her life, 
is currently the beneficiary of Padma Shri 
Award. This current Kolkata's uncelebrated yet 
truly great individual Subhasini Mistry (75) who 
spared each penny she earned, brought up her 
four youngsters without anyone else in the wake 
of losing her better half at 23 years old and 
fabricated a clinic in Thakurpukur and a unit in 
Sundrebans to guarantee nobody is denied of 
legitimate treatment. 

The Journey to Built Humanity Hospital 

 In the Hanspukur town close to the city of 
happiness Kolkata, she had manufactured The 
Hospital following 47 years of her significant 
other's demise. The excursion of making the 
Humanity Hospital was difficult. At the 
principal, she got one-bigha or a 33% section of 
land of land with her well deserve cash. In the 
wake of purchasing the land, she comprehended 
that filling in as the house keeper wouldn't get 
her to complete her fantasy, so she began the 
activity of laying blocks. Her difficult work 
made her gain cash. She likewise found support 
from her own children who began working and 
giving her cash. The difficult work of both 
mother and children at last got productive.

 With the assistance of her neighbours, she 
had set a brief facility for the poor in the year 
1996. Her neighbours had helped her either with 
cash, physical work or some different products 
to manufacture one celebrated structure to treat 
the individuals. Subhasini skilled the medical 
clinic to poor people and made it operational in 
1996 under the pennant of 'Humankind 
Hospital' (an altruistic hospital). After that, 3 
specialists from the close by town resulted in 
these present circumstances center to take care 
of the debilitated for nothing. 

 Patients began gushing in and Subhasini turned into an easily recognized 
name Another of her fantasy was to instruct one of her children as a specialist. The 
more youthful child of Subhasini Mistry, Ajoy Mistry is currently a specialist and 
he works at the Humanity Hospital made by his mom. 

 Nowadays, this center is a full developed Modern emergency clinic with 45 
beds and 12 specialists attempting to spare the lives of destitute individuals. The 
emergency clinic primarily runs by donations. Major medical procedures for the 
poor are accomplished for not as much as Rs. 5000 and minor illnesses are treated 
for under Rs. 10. As of now, she has two clinics, one is situated at her town in 
Hanskhali, Nadia locale, and another at Sundarbans. 

 While sharing the musings Subhasini said "I am enchanted to have been 
perceived by the Government of India. In any case, I wish that nobody ought to be 
denied clinical consideration. My better half kicked the bucket since he was 
denied confirmation and I don't need any other individual to pass on along these 
lines. I additionally might want to demand the legislature to finance us with the 
goal that we can offer compensations to meet clinic costs. What's more, I trust this 
acknowledgment will impact others to offer back to their general public,” 

 The narrative of Subhasini Mistry urges us to accept that we don't need to be 
remarkable to accomplish something exceptional. In the event that we truly had 
the mental fortitude to pursue a fantasy, we can accomplish that even without the 
material points of interest. The Humanity Hospital is demonstration of the iron 
will and determination of Subhasini Mistry, a really phenomenal lady.

****

The national civil services 
day is celebrated on April 

21 every year

 The National civil services day is observed on April 
21. The civil service system is the backbone of the 
administrative machinery of the country. It is the 
permanent branch of the Republic of India. The policies 
and schemes are made by the government. The civil 
servants are the administrators. The civil servants are 
responsible for implementing all the government policies 
and schemes successfully up to the root level. It consists 
of (IAS) Indian Administrative services, (IPS)Indian 
Police services, (IFS) Indian Foreign services along with 
central Group A and group B services.

History of National Civil services day 2020

On April 21, 1947, Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel, the Home 
Member of Parliament inaugurated the All India 
Services. Then, the previous Indian Civil Services under 
British India were changed to All India Services with 
subject to complete Indian control. He gave a powerful 
speech at the All India Administrative Service Training 
School at Metcalfe House, Delhi. In his speech he 
referred to civil servants as the 'Steel frame of India'.

****

Good News!!
Aspiring young writers from 10yrs to 

40yrs age group are invited to share their 

creative work & articles with 

THE HULAHUL TIMES

Mail Your Article on

hulahulgrp@gmail.com

Subhashini Mistry: The Woman Who Built The Humanity Hospital 
“A Hope Of All Poor People”
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ARTISTS GALLERY (QUARANTINE SPECIAL)

QUICK DRAWING CHALLENGE COMPETITION

Art  By
Riya Sharma, Pune

(Winner)

Art By

Smita Kuntay, Mumbai
st(1  Runner-up)

Art By

Ishita Jain, Virar
nd(2  Runner-up)

Art By

Rudra Sameer Mayekar
 V - Std
Mumbai

Art By

Anits Gifrisha. J
B. Tech 4th year,

Tamil Nadu

Art By

Shravani Pathak
Kalyan

 On the background of lockdown period due to Covid-19, another magnificent 
initiative taken by HULAHUL Foundation was to provide an opportunity to the 
people at all India level to showcase their artistic talent and creativity by organising 
'Quick Drawing Challenge Competition' on Instagram platform. The competition 

th thwas organised between the duration of 12  April 2020 to14  April 2020. By 
considering the current situation, the theme of the competition was decided as  
'Social Distancing'. The nature of the competition was unique as the participants 
were supposed take screenshot of  Quick Drawing Challenge Board on their phone 
and draw the picture with the help of their phone itself. Total 100 entries were received 
from all over India for this competition. The result was declared on 14th April 2020 by 
the foundation. The Trustee and Chairman of the Foundation Mr. Ravi Singh thanked 
the Panel of Judges for judging the participants and their cooperation.

****
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1. Every year when 'World Book Day' is celebrated and which city was decided as world book capital by 
UNESCO for the year 2020?

2. The Dharangadhara Wildlife Sanctuary was established in Gujarat in 1973 to protect which endangered 
animal?

3. Mysore Paints and Varnishes is the sole manufacturer of which product that lubricates Indian 
democracy?

4. Who was chosen as president of of Indian constitution's drafting committee after independence?

5. Which Indian state enacted a law which reserves 75 percent jobs for locals in industries?

6. Which Indian journalist has been awarded Asia's Prestigious Ramon Megsaysay Award in 2019?

7. After launching which movement was Mahatma Gandhi arrested and detained in Aga Khan Palace?

th8. The birth anniversary of which world renowned legendary artist is celebrated as 'World Art Day' on 15  
April every year?

9. Who has been India's permanent representative at the United Nations since 2016?

10. The Scandinavian and Nordic region consists of which five countries? 

To place an
Advertisement 
please call on

+91 8433608140

Answers
Quiz Time

1. 23rd April, Kuala Lumpur 
capital of Malaysia.

2. The Indian Wild Ass found 
in Rann of Kutch.

3. Indelible Ink 
4. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
5. Andhra Pradesh
6. Ravish Kumar
7. Quit India movement
8. Leonardo da Vinci
9. Syed Akbaruddin
10. Denmark, Norway, 

Sweden, Finland and 
Iceland

The HULAHUL 
Times

Team

Chief Editor: Ravi Singh

Editors:-
Smita Kuntay

Afreen Mazgaonkar
Yogesh Gupta
Deepika Singh

Bashshar Ahmad

Guess The Street Food

Guess The Festival

1. Bread Pakoda
2. Pav Bhaji
3. Nachos
4. Pav Anda
5. Frankie
6. Kabab
7. Batata Vada
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